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Abstract--The rapid development of Internet of things (IoT) technology makes it possible for connecting various smart objects together 

through the Internet and providing more data interoperability methods for application purpose. Recent research shows more potential 

applications of IoT in information intensive industrial sectors such as location based services. At present, users always make use of location-

based services via smart phones, and can obtain information anywhere and anytime. Therefore, we proposed an approach that focuses 

on location-based information and location-based service to address above issues. Using the proposed approach, location-based information 

and location-based service will be delivered according to the user context, and the information and service results will be shown on the smart 

phone. Location-based services are growing in popularity due to the ubiquity of smart phone users. The relevance of location-based query 

results is very important, especially for mobile phones with limited screen size. Location-based data frequently changes; this introduces 

challenges in indexing and ranking places. We implemented our system as a location-based search engine that uses helium earth orbit (HEO) 

about places. We evaluated the coverage and relevance of our system by comparing it against current state-of-the-art approaches including 

page-rank (Google Local Search).  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s ubiquitous computing, the location based 
services (LBS), such as a map, friend or restaurant finder, can 
help people enjoy convenient life, and has recently attracted 
considerable interests. In fact, due to the boom of smart 
phones and wireless communications, LBS has been 
prevalent in almost all social and business domains, and it is 
estimated that more than a billion people have enjoyed 
location based services in 2016. For example, when a tourist 
is out of his/her comfort zone, locating some places of 
interest, such as hotels, restaurants, hospitals, schools and 
shops, is necessary. As shown in Fig.1, through the accurate 
location based services provided in smart phone, a user can 
query and search some of these facilities with distance (e.g., 
50 meters) nearby, and it is convenient for the user to walk to 
these places. 

 

Fig. 1:Architecture 

 

Although LBS can benefit people by providing 
convenient lifestyle, the flourish of LBS system still hinges 
upon how we can fully understand and manage its challenges 
including information security and privacy preservation, 
especially in users’ location privacy aspect. For instance, by 
collecting and analyzing a user’s current location and request 
content, the LBS provider can easily get plenty of sensitive 
information of the user. To clearly illustrate the challenges in 
LBS system, we consider the following application scenario, 
where a user may request LBS to find hospitals by exposing 
his/her location to the LBS provider. However, the LBS 
provider can infer user’s healthy status according to user’s 
information. Therefore, how to design a secure and efficient 
privacy-preserving query scheme for LBS system has 
attracted considerable interest recently, and many research 
efforts have been dedicated to design privacy-preserving 
schemes for LBS. 

A. Advantages 

 Mobile Adhoc Network (MANET) 

 Location Based Services (LBS) 

 Mobile and Wireless Communications 

B. Useful to the Society 

 Smart City Environment Architecture 

 Internet of Things (Iot) for Rural Development 

II. METHODOLOGY  

The project will provide state of the art IP infrastructure 
across the country to provide Existing Internet services and a 
range of new Value Added Services to the customers of the 
Service provider in order to maintain its leading position in 
the market. These services are Dialup Internet Access, 
Broadband Internet Access, Messaging, Web/Message 
Hosting, VPN services (Adhoc) network. 
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A smart city can potentially use Information and 
Communication Technology(ICT) such as wireless sensor 
network and mobile communications as the 
sensingcomponent to build infrastructure and services for 
citymanagement, healthcare, public safety, and 
transportation.A smart city can also use various analytical 
tools to analyze thehuge amount of data which is created by 
people, objects,sensors, and other devices. As shown in Fig.2 

 

Fig.2. Block Diagram 

A.  Smart City Enabling Technologies 

Wireless technologies play a crucial role in the sensing 
and identification of objects. Today the ratio between radios 
and humans is nearing the 1 to 1 value. Hence there is 
extreme potential to install the wireless adaptor on all objects 
around us and enable the IoT concept. Besides, more research 
is necessary to build and merge identification technology that 
acts on the world wide scale. This research needs to comprise 
of managing identifiers for real things and objects, support 
multiple identifiers for human and HEO-locations, and also 
authenticate and authorize the entities regarding their 
positions. 

 

B. Proposed Architechture for Smart City 

IoT consist of many things like smart phones, tablets, 
cameras, sensors and so on. Every day the number of objects 
increase and the way to collect the information among the 
objects change. Consequently, objects produce a huge 
amount of data and information. LBSis an ideal technique to 
support this amount of information, and run many services on 
top of it. In our proposed architecture IoT is used to solve the 
big data issues and challenges. In addition, LBSprovide 
access to all the resources such as mobile devices, sensors, 
actuators, and tags any time, from any location.  

III.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed a secure, efficient, and 
privacy-preserving location based services query scheme in 
outsourced node, called Adhoc Network for smart city and 
rural development area. To achieve low computational cost 
and convenient data process, LBS providers often outsource 
their data to aIoT server, which will handle users’ LBS 
queries by counting on its great computation power. In 
general, since the data is its sensitive and private asset, the 
LBS provider wants to keep the LBS data secret from the IoT 
server, and thus all data are encrypted before being 
outsourced to the IoT server; meanwhile, the users also want 
to keep their locations secret from the LBS provider and IoT 
server, thus the LBS query requests should also be provide 
Smart Cities. 
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